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Our actions will speak louder
than our words
Gearing up for growth development and social equity
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Actioned dialogue
will give rise to a
greater economic frontier
where we will
all participate.
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WORK STREAM 1
ANNUAL SUMMIT
SCOPE
The Executive Council shall convene an
annual meeting of members and
interested parties, called the National
Summit, to report and consider the
activities of the Council. It should not
involve more than 300 persons. If the
President, Executive Deputy President
or such equivalent persons are not
available to chair the session, the
parties on the Council will themselves
decide on a replacement chairperson.

OPENING REMARKS BY THE
MINISTER OF LABOUR: MEMBATHISI
MDLADLANA
In his opening remarks, the Minister of
Labour stated that the Summit should
reflect on the challenges and the
successes of social dialogue in South
Africa in order to chart a way forward.
The Minister stated that Nedlac had been
praised and admired by many counries,
including African countires, as a model
that is uniuqe abd globally recognised as
best practice.

INTRODUCTION
A successful 12th Annual Summit was
held at the Emperor’s Palace, Kempton
Park, on the 1st of September 2007.
The theme of the Summit was ‘Building
the Domestic Industrial Capacity, Skills
Development for Sustainable Growth
and Development – Finding the
Symbiotic Link’. The Summit also
focused on: The Economics of
Development – Key Achievements and
Challenges for South Africa.
The Summit was attended by 300
senior delegates from Nedlac’s four
constituencies, as well as a number of
guests from other statutory bodies,
NGOs, provincial and local
governments, foreign embassies and
other socio-economic councils.
The Summit was chaired by the
Honourable Deputy President of the
Republic of South Africa, Phumzile
Mlambo-Ngcuka.
Constituencies delivered speeches
reviewing the previous year at Nedlac
and posing various challenges to the
institution for the coming year.

He further stated that the challenge
faced by Nedlac should be dealt with
by all social partners, who should
come together to reflect on the
progress made regarding the Growth
and Development Summit Agreement.
Based on the last report the Nedlac
family should celebrate the
achievements to date and continue to
shape the agenda for the future.
He concluded by stating that Nedlac
remains the most important and effective
mechanism of addressing the challenges
of sustainable development.

DEPUTY PRESIDENT OF THE
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA:
HONOURABLE PHUMZILE
MLAMBO-NGCUKA
The Deputy President of South Africa in
her introduction to the subject ‘The
Economics of Development – key
Achievements and Challenges for
South Africa’ acknowledged that
government supports that economic
growth is a necessary condition for
development and vice versa. The
Deputy President further reiterated
that not all growth translates into
development and benefits the poor.

Key Achievements
• Since the advent of democracy in
1994, government concentrated its
efforts on ensuring that there is
macro-economic stability whilst
integrating and repositioning their
economy in the regional and global
economic arena, with more
realisation of a credible and prudent
fiscal position, reducing fiscal
deficits and efforts to reduce
inflation through inflation targeting.
• Harvard scholars also confirmed that
the economy was doing well and
noted that capital inflows and the
rand have been strong, growth in
2005 high, the budget relatively
healthy and that ‘we need to be
optimistic’.
Key Challenges
• Though acknowledging this
optimism, there was a daunting
challenge of growth and
employment. There has been a
minimal increase in the number of
jobs created yet in the same period
South Africa has been experiencing
remarkable economic growth.
• The importance and success of the
Joint Initiative on Priority Skills
Acquisition (JIPSA) thus far however,
lies in its ability to coordinate
activities around addressing priority
and scarce skills.
• Additional reasons for sluggish
performance of the non-traditional
tradable goods and services is low
skill-intensive sectors.
• There is still underdevelopment in
the second economy despite
government’s intention of
mainstreaming the second economy.
• Fight poverty and joblessness
In conclusion, as social partners,
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government needs to re-look at ways of
strengthening its capacities to ensure
that Nedlac can also firmly deliver on
its mandate. Nedlac can only be strong
if its constituent parts are strong.
Government’s strength and that of
Nedlac is critical not only from the
standpoint of institutional capacity, but
also because it will improve the quality
of the decisions and outcomes of their
joint efforts.

MINISTER OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY
MANDISI MPAHLWA
The Minister of Trade and Industry,
Mandisi Mpahlwa, presented to the
Summit the South African Industrial
Policy Framework for Economic Growth
and Development was adopted by
Cabinet Lekgotla in January 2007.
Main outcomes of developing the
Industrial Policy
• Development of a vision that would
facilitate an increased economic
value addition, long-term
intensification of South Africa’s
industrialisation and the shift to a
knowledge economy.
• A labour-intensive industrialisation
and growth that enhances the
incorporation and integration of the
marginalised societies and regions.
• Identification and prioritisation of
four sectors (automotive, clothing
and textiles, minerals processing
and tourism sectors) – with
potential to impact positively on
national economic growth,
employment opportunities and
export promotion.
Challenges identified by the
development of the Industrial Policy
Framework
• The need for Government to support
investments in upgrading machinery
and equipment so as to improve the
innovative production and
manufacturing methods/processes to
facilitate sectoral competitiveness
and deepen manufacturing
capabilities.

• The tendency of firms, industries and
sectors to emphasise only the level of
exchange rate for stimulating sectoral
competitiveness and disregard the
inherent components of upgraded
industrial infrastructure and value
addition which could cajole
manufacturing beyond its current form.
Way Forward
• The Minster appealed for
constituencies’ systematic
engagement with and interrogation
of the Industrial Strategy Framework
and evaluate the accuracy of its
comprehensive analysis of the South
African economy.
• The Trade and Industry Chamber
should engage with the Industrial
Policy Framework.

SKILLS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN
SOUTH AFRICA
JIPSA Chairperson, Gwede Mantashe in
his address on ‘Skills and Economic
Growth in South Africa’ highlighted the
following points:
• The social deficit in South Africa.
• Intervention in education and skills.
• Weaknesses identified in the
process.
In tackling the social deficit in South
Africa it was imperative to look at the
Accelerated Shared Growth for South
Africa (Asgisa). This intervention has
identified constraints in the following
manner:
• Volatility and level of the currency.
• The cost, efficiency and capacity of
the national logistics system.
• Shortage of suitably skilled labour
amplified by the cost effects on
labour of apartheid spatial patterns.
• Barriers to entry, limits to
compensation and limited new
investment opportunities.
• Regulatory environment and the
burden on small to medium
businesses.
• Deficiencies in state organisation,
capacity and leadership.
Education and skills was identified as
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one of the major interventions to
counter the constraints. The skills
clusters that were urgent and critical
were:
• High level, world class managerial,
planning and engineering skills.
• Town, city and regional planning
skills.
• Artisan and planning skills for public
health and education.
• Mathematics, science.
• ICT and language competence
teaching in public schools.
In as much as JIPSA is an initiative there
has been numerous weakness identified
in the process. Central to the weakness
is that JIPSA as an intervention has no
enforcement powers wherein its
recommendations could be followed
through with implementation.
In conclusion, there was a need for
mobilisation of stakeholders around the
need to address the skills shortage in
the economy. Resources for all Asgisa
interventions must be ring-fenced and
be readily available for implementation

COMMUNITY CONSTITUENCY
‘The Economics of Development – key
achievements and challenges’.
Community Constituency
representative, Mpho Mojanaga, in his
address highlighted the significant
progress made in narrowing the gap
between government and civil society
as a result of the adoption of the
National Strategic Plan from 2007 to
2011 on HIV and AIDS. He further
elaborated on the following points:
• Industrial policy for pro-poor
economic development;
• National anti-poverty plan;
• A comprehensive social protection
system for human development;
• Policy implications;
• Industrial policy for pro-poor
economic development needs to
recognise the growth potential of the
informal economy as an integral part
of the overall growth trajectory and
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integrate the industrial and
manufacturing needs of informal
enterprises into a comprehensive
industrial strategy. The informal
economy should not be seen ad a
separate sector, but as part of the
entire economy.
A national anti-poverty plan should
entail placing information about the
levels of poverty and the resultant
inequalities in South Africa in the
public domain in order to build a
national commitment to eradicate
poverty that goes beyond government.
The main features of a social
protection system should include:
• Directing resources to maintain
minimum living standards of all
people.
• Supporting living standards –
preventing reversal of living
standards through poverty relief and
income insurance.
• Reduction of inequality through
explicit forms of redistribution.
• Facilitating social inclusion by
preserving dignity and social
participation based on social
support.
• An administratively feasible
system – free from corruption and
easy to access.
In conclusion, there is no fundamental
reason to pursue economic growth as a
primary objective of policy, or to
consider it as the key indicator of
economic performance if it does not
give rise to growth, development and
social justice. Economic growth does
not, in itself, make people’s lives any
better.

Key Achievements
• The 4.5% average rate of growth
over the past two and half years has
been the highest since the
attainment of democracy in 1994.
• Investment in the economy, by both
the public and private sector has
been increasing at about 11%.
• The adoption of the National
Industrial Policy by Cabinet in
January 2007 and the subsequent
endorsement of the Industrial Policy
Action plan.
Key Challenges
• Unemployment challenge needs
renewed effort.
• De-racialising patterns of economic
ownership in South Africa.
• Slow progress with respect to the
implementation of Employment
Equity Act.
• A more integrated approach between
trade negotiations and industrial
development objectives of South
Africa.
• Proper coordination between
demand and supply of skills in the
economy.
• Social partners to re-energise their
roles in the National Skills
Development Strategy (NSDS) 20052010.
In conclusion, the challenge to the
economy was not the rheumatics of old
age but growth pains which were a
positive phenomenon if tackled
sensibly.

LABOUR CONSTITUENCY
Labour constituency representative,
Zwelinzima Vavi, in his speech
addressed labour’s concern in the
following areas:

BUSINESS CONSTITUENCY
‘The Economics of Development – key
achievements and challenges’.
President of Business Unity South
Africa, Patrice Motsepe, identified the
areas of key achievements and
challenges as follows:

Key Achievements
• Through Asgisa, government has
adopted the GDS targets of halving
unemployment and poverty by 2014.
Government has come to the party
with a significant increase in public
investment, fuelled by growth in the
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budget.
• Successful introduction of the quota
on textile and clothing from China.
Helpful decline in both total and
Chinese imports from China by 20%
compared to the first six months of
last year.
• Ensure that Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE)
becomes truly broad based.
Key Challenges
• Despite the up take in economic
growth over the past five years,
there is massive unemployment and
poverty as well as massive economic
and social inequalities.
• Ensure massive job creation in more
sustainable industries.
• The proposed interventions in the
Industrial Policy action go only a
small way in restructuring the
economy to ensure shared growth.
• Food prices have been rising fast,
causing hardship especially for the
poor.
• Failure to maintain the campaign
around HIV and AIDS in light of cooperation amongst stakeholders.
• Employment equity has been slow,
particularly for black women.
In conclusion, Nedlac must continue to
ensure that legislation and strategies
take on board the views of
constituencies. The Nedlac
constituencies need to work harder to
take forward the joint vision of
ensuring an equitable, prosperous and
united South Africa.
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WORK STREAM 2
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
SCOPE
The Executive Council shall meet at
least quarterly with a view to receiving
report-backs from the various
Chambers, review progress, reach
consensus and conclude agreements
between the parties. The Executive
Council shall define the broad mandate
of the Council-structures. Consideration

will be given to developing an overall
macro-economic strategy.

Meeting Target for 2007/8

•
•
•
•

The Executive Council planned to hold
four (4) meetings in the year under
review. The Executive Council met four
(4) times in the period under review as
follows:

The Executive Council meeting that was
scheduled for December 2007 had to be
cancelled owing to diary constraints of
members.

Lead Cabinet
Minister/Speaker

Date

Focus Session

• 23 February 07

• Policy
considerations that
underpin SA fiscal
stance

• Minister Trevor
Manuel of the
national Treasury

• 11 May 2007

• Social security and
retirement
provisions for
women

• The Gloria Serobe
of Presidential
Working Group on
Women

• 11 June 2007
Special session

• Special session on
growth

• Michael Spence

• 24 August 2007

• Integrated system
of social
development

• Minister of Social
Development, Zola
Skweyiya
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23 February 2007
11 May 2007
11 June 2007 (Special Session)
24 August 2007

Objectives

Chair

• To engage on the
Fiscal Policy
framework that
underpins the
national Budget
• To examine
progress on the
process to develop
an integrated social
Security System in
SA
• To solicitate the
views of the Nedlac
social partners on
the matter
• To examine the key
policy
considerations that
must underpin a
comprehensive
social security
system in South
Africa

• Raymond Parsons –
Business

• Minister of Labour,
Membathisi
Mdladlana –
Government

• Executive Director

• Joseph Maqhekeni
– Labour
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL MEMBERS 2007/8
Government

Labour

Business

Community

• Minister Mdladlana
• Minister Didiza

• E Patel – Overall
Convenor
• B Ntshalintshali

• P Parsons – Overall
Convenor
• B Godsell

• S Shezi – Overall
Convenor
• D Mthalane

• Minister Manuel

• C Gina

• R Baxter

• A Tshitangano

• Minister Mpahlwa

• D George

• A Maistry

• M Toni

• D Pillay

• A Rantsolase

• J de Villiers

• L Kganyago

• V Mkosana –
Overall Convenor
• S Nogxina

• J Mahlangu

• R Gouws

• S Mamba

• J Maqhekeni

• A Lamprecht

• M Jara

• J Maseko

• M Malete

• J Manyi

• P Kadi

• RM Adam

• M Mbongwe

• C Coovadia

• L Nare

• E Mokeyane

• N Mayende-Sibiya

• P Maduna

• L Nzimande

• L Kganyago

• P Tsukulu-Motsohi

• A Fine

• I Steyn

• L Kettledas

• R Howard

• F Mtoba

• S Mapaila

• K Naidoo

• S Zokwana

• P Motsepe

• B Mokgothu

• E Jacobs

• K Bezuidenhout

• V Mabena

• D Masondo

• R Naidoo

• Z Vavi

• E Strydom

• P Horn

• V Vumendlini

• M Burger

• V van Vuuren

• M Naidoo

• N Mashiya

• V Seboni

• N Qobolo

• E Makue

• C van Kerken

• R Dicks

• S Ndabezitha

• A Johnson

• D Jarvis

• S Gangca

• M Spicer

• J Malqueeny

• T Ehrenreich

• D Dykes

• Z Twala

• S Sithole

• Z Faqui-Dawood

• T Moja

• T Ntola

• W Lucas Bull

• I Frye

• P Govender

• H Langenhoven

• T Mara

• S Gumede

• J Vilakazi

• A Madella

• I Ramputa

• I Hassan

• S Dlamini
• L Grobler
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WORK STREAM 3
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
SCOPE
The Management Committee is
responsible for overseeing and
coordinating the work of the Council.
The core membership is made up of
Overall Convenors of the four social
partners as well as the Convenors of
the constituents on each of the

Chambers. If deemed necessary not
more than four additional members
can be appointed to the Management
Committee.

MEETINGS OF THE COMMITTEE
Management Committee met seven (7)
times in the year under review as
follows:

Meeting Target for 2007/8
Management Committee planned to
meet seven (7) times per year.

SUMMARY OF MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS AND KEY THEMES
Date

Key Focus Areas

Chair

• 25 January 2007

• Labour Market Policy, Small
Business Development, and Rights of
Workers in small businesses
• Labour Market Policy and the issues
of contract work subcontracting and
all new forms of work emerging
• Superior Courts Bill; Nedlac Review;
Seta Review; ILO Award for Nelson
Mandela; Consawu Court Application
• Cooperatives Legislation
• Companies Bill
• Consumer Protection
• Nedlac Fifa LOC Framework
Agreement
• Decent Work Country Programme
• Social Security and Retirement
Funds Reforms
• Unintended Consequences of the
Cooperatives Law on Labour Law
• Decent Work Country Programme
• GDS Peer Review; Preferential
Procurement
• SMME promotion
• Seta Review
• Decent Work Country Programme
• Labour Market Review

• Professor Raymond Parsons –
Business

• 19 May 2007

• 21 June 2007

• 19 July 2007

• 27 September 2007

• 25 October 2007

• 14 February 2008
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• Van Mkosana – Government

• Van Mkosana – Government

• Tony Ehrenreich – Labour

• Tony Ehrenreich – Labour

• Bheki Ntshalintshali – Labour

• Raymond Raymond Parsons –
Business
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MEMBERS OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 2007/8
Government

Labour

Business

Community

• V Mkosana – Overall
Convenor
• L Kettledas

• E Patel – Overall
Convenor
• N Mayende-Sibiya

• R Parsons – Overall
Convenor
• A Maistry

• S Shezi – Overall
Convenor
• L Kganyago

• D Pillay

• J Mahlangu

• L Lotter

• M Toni

• N Mashiya/R Masoga

• M Mbongwe

• V van Vuuren

• L Nare

• R Naidoo

• R Howard

• P Maluleke

• L Nzimande

• C van Kerken

• D George

• E Strydom

• D Mthalane

• F Adams

• P Tsukulu-Motsohi

• J Vilakazi

• A Tshitangano

• T Mkalipi

• M Samela

• S Mapaila

• T Ehrenreich

• B Mokgothu

• B Ntshalintshali

• T Phadu

• S Gumede
• C Gina
• S Gangca
• R Dicks
• P Govender
• M Burger
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WORK STREAM 4

LABOUR MARKET CHAMBER
SCOPE

Meeting Target for 2007/8

The Labour Market Chamber considers all
proposed labour legislation relating to
the labour market policy before it is
introduced in Parliament. The Labour
Market Chamber seeks to reach
consensus and make arrangements for
placing before the Executive Council on
all matters pertaining to the world of
work and the associated institutions of
delivery.

The Chamber planned to meet at least six
(6) times in the period under review.
Representation in the Chamber is made
up of six (6) mandated representatives
from Organised Labour, Organised
Business and Government.

2007/8 WORK PROGRAMME
The Chamber Work Programme covered
inter alia the following key policy
matters:

• Demarcations
• Employment Equity/Skills
Development
• Social Plan Review
• Skills Development Amendment Bill
• National Key Points and Strategic
Installation Bill
• Changing Nature of Work and
Atypical Forms of Employment in
South Africa
• Insolvency
• Single Public Service Bill.

CHAMBER’S MODUS OPERANDI
Most of the substantive work of the Chamber is done in task teams with representatives of stakeholders that have specific
knowledge of the relevant area. The work of task teams is governed by a Terms of Reference developed by the Chamber and the
outcome of the task team will be a report for consideration and ratification by the Chamber.

SUMMARY OF THE LMC MEETINGS AND KEY THEMES
SUBJECT

NUMBER OF MEETINGS

Chamber Meetings

8

National Key Points and Strategic Installation Bill

3

Demarcations Standing Committee

7

Insolvency

7

Employment Equity/Skills Development

4

Social Plan

4

Changing Nature of Work and the Atypical Forms of
Employment

1

Single Public Service Bill

2

Skills Development Amendment Bill

2
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LABOUR MARKET CHAMBER MEMBERS
Government

Labour

Business

• Les Kettledas (Convenor)

• Mduduzi Mbongwe (Convenor)

• Elize Strydom (Convenor)

• Thembinkosi Mkalipi

• Eugene Mutuleni

• Colin de Kock

• Boas Seruwe

• Janek Wilimiec

• Corinna Gardner

• Christa van Kerken

• Jackson Simon

• Dave Carson

• David Khumalo

• Leon Grobler

• Gerrie Bezuidenhout

• Ian Macun

• Kenneth Wyne Mutuma

• John Botha

• Ntsoaki Mamashela

• Mike Fafuli

• Kaizer Moyane

• Stephen Rathai

• Prakashnee Govender

• Kevin Cowley

• Rudi Dicks

• Kobus Kleynhans

• Siphiwo Gangca

• Vikashnee Harbhajan

• Simon Madini
• Dorothy Marais
• Moose L M G Burger

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE – LABOUR MARKET CHAMBER 2007/8
KEY FOCUS AREA
DEMARCATIONS

EMPLOYMENT EQUITY/
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
TASK TEAM

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

• To consider and finalise
all applications on
demarcations’ dispute in
respect of sectors or areas
that the Commission is
required to determine in
terms of section 62 of the
LRA.
• Agree on concrete steps to
be taken to promote
compliance with the
Employment Equity Act;
Code of Good Practice on
employment of People
with Disabilities.
• Code of Good Practice on
key aspects of HIV/AIDS at
the workplace.

• Finalising application on
demarcation dispute
within the stipulated timeframes.

• The Committee considered
and finalised 15
applications within the
stipulated time-frame in
the 2007/08 period.

• To encourage designated
employers to comply with
the requirements of the
Employment Equity Act.
• To promote the Code of
Good Practice on
employment of People
with Disabilities.
• To promote the Code of
Good Practice on key
aspects of HIV/AIDS at the
workplace.

• The roadshows are held
annually in all provinces
during July and August
each year.
• The task undertaken.
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KEY FOCUS AREA
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
AMENDMENT BILL, 2008

SOCIAL PLAN REVIEW

CHANGING NATURE OF
WORK AND ATYPICAL
FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT
IN SOUTH AFRICA TASK
TEAM

INSOLVENCY TASK TEAM

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

• Amend the Bill due to
technical adjustments
inter alia:
• listing of the National
Skills Fund as a public
entity;
• strengthening further
implementation of
Employment Services
System;
• transfering of provisions
in existing sections of
Manpower Act 1981 in line
with apprenticeships to
the Skills Development
Act;
• establishing a Quality
Council for Trades and
Occupations as envisaged
in the Joint Policy
Statement.

• Deliberate and finalise
Nedlac report on the skills
development amendment
Bill.

• Task completed

• Coordinate and manage a
task team to review the
social plan and to
formulate
recommendations
regarding possible
revision that might be
required.
• The task team to consider
the issues arising from the
synthesis report on
Changing Nature of Work
and Atypical Forms of
Employment in South
Africa with a view to seek
agreement.
• To consolidate, unify and
amend the law relating to
insolvency of natural
persons, companies, close
corporations, trusts,
partnerships and other
legal entities.

• Finalise Nedlac position
on recommendations on
the social plan for
submission to the Minister
of Labour.

• Task completed
• Nedlac will be finalising in
the 2009/10 reporting
period.

• The task team to engage
on base document
outlining the three-phase
approach i.e. short-term,
medium-term and longterm interventions.

• The matter still under
consideration and will
also take into account the
discussions on the Decent
Work Country Programme
for South Africa.

• An insolvency technical
task team gave attention
to possible incorporation
of a Business Rescue
Model in current
discussions on the
Insolvency Legislative
Reforms.

• Nedlac will be finalising in
the 2009/10 reporting
period.
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KEY FOCUS AREA
SINGLE PUBLIC SERVICE
BILL

NATIONAL KEY POINTS
AND STRATEGIC
INSTALLATION BILL

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

• To engage on the
proposed Single Public
Service Bill with a view to
reach agreement amongst
the Nedlac social
partners.

• To finalise the
consideration of the Bill
before being tabled in
Parliament.

• To engage on the
proposed National Key
Points and Strategic
Installations Bill with a
view to reach agreement
amongst the Nedlac social
partners.

• To finalise the
consideration of the Bill
before being tabled in
Parliament.

• The Nedlac engagements
deadlocked on the key
aspects of the Bill. The
Bill is tabled in
Parliament. Nedlac has
argued that the bill be
withdrawn
• The Nedlac engagements
deadlocked on the key
aspects of the Bill.

Changing Nature of Work/Atypical forms of Employment in South Africa Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Les Kettledas

Ebrahim Patel

Corinna Gardner

Sabata Nakanyane

Leon Grobler

Dave Carson

Stephen Rathai

Mduduzi Mbongwe

John Botha

Thembinkosi Mkalipi

Mike Fafuli

Kaizer Moyane

Paul Benjamin –
Legal Advisor

Mduduzi Mbongwe

Kevin Cowley

Sibusiso Gumede

Vic van Vuuren

Siphiwo Gangca

Elize Strydom

Community

Moose Burger

Employment Equity / Skills Development Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Benedict Mogadime

Isaac Masha

Vusi Mabene

Brenda Modise

Christa van Kerken

Leon Grobler

Bev Jack

Ibrahim Steyn

Francisca Velaphi

Sekete Moshoeshoe

Vikki Harbhajan

Mzolisi ka Toni

Mlulami Mdali

Johan van Niekerk

Johan Botha

Paul Lundall

Ntsoaki Mamashela

Rooksana Rajab

Lyndon Barends

Tselane Morolo

Pertunia Sele

Siphiwo Gangca

Tebogo Makgatho

Khulu Mbongo

Moose Burger
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insolvency Technical Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Tienie Cronje

Ashley Benjamin

Vic van Vuuren

Thembinkosi Mkalipi

Ben van der Walt

Vikki Harbhajan

Stephen Rathai

Eugene Mutileni

Jenny Meyer

Fachmy Abrahams

Kevin Cowley

Janek Wilimiec

Shibe Maruatona

Community

Nica Rakau
Noma Craven
Prakashnee Govender
Siphiwo Gangca
Thulani Tshozana

National Key Points Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Director Cobus Redelinghuys

Boaz Mashele

Danie Bentz

Benjamin Mkgothu

Director Kobie Strydom

Bosole Chidi

Nadia Figuerioedo

Tshepo Nkwe

Ian Macun

China Mhlangabezi Melani

Petra Bouwer

Palesa Kadi

Devan Pillay

Fred Gona

Vikashnne Harbhajan

Bobby Peek

Senior Sup. SF Montsha

Jane Barrett

Thabo Manchidi

Leon Grobler

Thembinkosi Mkalipi

Manie de Kock

Assistant Commissioner
T Kulu
Christa van Kerken

Neil Newman

Desmond D’sai

Prakashnee Govender
Sifiso Khumalo
Sikhumbuzo Thompson
Simon Madini

Single Public Service Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Chunkie van Rensburg

Danie Carstens

Vic van Vuuren

Cornel Uys

Dennis George

Vikki Harbhajan

Donovan Williams

Don Pasquallie

Raymond Parsons

Empie van Schoor

Eliam Biyela

Alfred Kowo

Ian Macun

Jabulani Magagula

Kenny Govender

Jacob Dikobo

Lynette Sing

JJ van Rensburg

MS Peter

Johan Koen
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Government

Labour

Ruth Molefi

Lungile Makapela

Stephen Rathai

M Kleynhans

Sipho Ntombella

Mthandeki Nhlapo

Thembinkosi Mkalipi

Neil Newman

Business

Community

Prakashnee Govender
Sifiso Khumalo
Stephanie Gray
Walter Theledi
WV Meepdew
Xolile Nxu

Social Plan Review Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

productivity sa

Martin Ratshivhanda

Bhekani Ngcobo

Nic Smythe

Mario Govinder

Modilati Malapane

Rudi Dicks

Vikki Harbhajan

Veli Toyi
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DEMARCATION APPLICATIONS/DISPUTES
TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Demarcation Standing Committee considers and finalises applications for the establishment of a Bargaining Council, or the
variation of Bargaining Councils.

Demarcations Standing Committee Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Ian Macun

Leon Grobler

Dave Carson

Johan Crouse

Mduduzi Mbongwe

Gerrie Bezuidenhout

Community

Rudi Dicks

APPLICATIONS FILED AND
CONSIDERED DURING THE YEAR
UNDER REVIEW
• ECE Powder Applicators; Metal and
Engineering Industry Bargaining
Council (MEIBC) and Motor Industry
Bargaining Council (MIBCO)
• Bargaining Council for the Tearoom,
Restaurant and Catering trade vs
Butterfield
• Bulkbag Manufacturers and
Bargaining Council for the Canvas
Goods Industry
• Registration of the variation of scope
– Furniture Bargaining Council (FBC)

• MEIBC vs Bond Equipment (Pty) Ltd
t/a Bond Industries
• Application for variation of scope for
the Hairdressing and Cosmetology
Services Bargaining Council (SemiNational)
• Furniture Bargaining Council vs
National Bargaining Council for
Chemical Industries
• MEIBC vs Rosond (Pty) Ltd
• MEIBC vs ASA Metals
• Thebe Medical (Pty) Ltd/MEIBC
• Woodstock Boards North West (Pty)
Ltd t/a Woodstock Potchefstroom vs
Furniture Bargaining Council
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• ADM Fitment Centre t/a Auto Den vs
MIBCO
• Dispute Resolution Centre (A Division
of the Motor Industry/ Workforce
Group Holdings (Pty) (Ltd) t/a The
Workforce Group
• Furniture Bargaining Council vs
NBCCI (1st respondent), SACTWU
(2nd respondent), Vitaluxe/Vitafoam
SA (Pty) Ltd (3rd respondent) and
Majestic Silver Trading (Pty) Ltd t/a
FEEL-O-FOAM (4th respondent)
• Workforce Group/Metal and
Engineering Industry Bargaining
Council (MEIBC)
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LABOUR MARKETS LANDSCAPE IN NUMBERS
Employment
Employment by industry
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Source: Labour Force Survey, September 2007

According to the enterprise-based Quarterly Employment Statistics survey by Statistics South Africa, private-sector
employment growth decelerated markedly from 3.3% in the first quarter of 2007 to a rate of decrease of 0.6% in the third
quarter, while public-sector employment growth picked up significantly from an annualised rate of decrease of 1.0% in the
second quarter of 2007 to an increase of 4.9% in the third quarter.
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Unemployment by province
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Source: Labour Force Survey, September 2007

Productivity
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008

Wage increases drifted higher in the wake of rising inflation. According to Andrew Levy Employment Publications (a privatesector labour consultancy), the average rate of wage settlements amounted to 7.3% in 2007, compared with 6.5% in 2006.
Wage settlements ranged from 4.5% in the transport sector to 12.0% in the retail sector.
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Skills development

Sector

Black skill
spend %

Black
learners %
of all
employees

Kumba Iron
Ore
African
Rainbow
Faritec
Holdings
Italtile

Resources

3.33

41.81

12.09

Resources

2.95

45.32

12.08

ICT

21.06

14.63

12.00

Retail

14.25

9.53

12.00

Mutual &
Federal
Coronation
Fund
African Bank

Financials

4.4

25.08

12.00

Financials

3.6

6.00

12.00

Financials

2.95

45.58

11.90

City Lodge
Hotels
Network
Healthcare
Telkom SA

Travel &
Leisure
Health

2.82

6.30

11.77

3.3

4.80

11.76

ICT

2.74

49.14

11.60

Rank

Overall
ranking

Top 10
companies

1

89

2

69

3

28

4

67

5

61

6

11

7

71

8

94

9

37

10

30

BEE Score %

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail

The skills development best performer this year is Kumba Iron Ore. Kumba’s programme is regulated by the mining charter in
conjunction with the Skills Development Act, which imposes a skills development levy of 1% of an enterprise’s payroll across
the economy.
Only Mutual and Federal and African Rainbow Minerals (ARM) have remained in the Top 10 from the previous year. Mutual and
Federal has moved from first place to fifth place, while ARM moves up four places to second.

Rank

Overall ranking

Top 10 companies

Sector

BEE Score %

1

25

The Don Group

Travel & Leisure

13.00

2

108

Seardel Investment

Manufacturing

12.74

3

11

Coronation Fund

Financials

11.70

4

10

First Rand

Financials

11.22

5

58

Massmart Holdings

Retail

10.98

6

3

Hosken Consolidated

Financials

10.50

7

5

Metropolitan Holdings

Financials

10.16

8

55

Primeserve Group

Services

10.05

9

8

Super Group

Transport

9.95

10

9

Standard Bank

Financials

9.80

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail
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Hotel operation The Don Group is once again this year’s winner in the employment equity category of the 2008 Top
Empowerment Companies survey.

Figures provided by the Employment Equity Commission, which is housed in the Department of Labour and monitors national
employment equity trends, tend to paint a less than desirable picture. According to the Commission’s 2006/2007 Annual
Report, black representation at top management level reached 22.2%. That is a far cry from the 40%-50% target set in the BEE
scorecard. Black women representation at top management level stood at 6.6%.
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WORK STREAM 5

TRADE AND INDUSTRY CHAMBER 2007/8
SCOPE

Meeting Target for 2007/8

2007/8 WORK PROGRAMME

The Trade and Industry Chamber seeks
to reach consensus and make
agreements on matters pertaining to
the economic and social dimensions of
trade, as well as industrial, mining,
agricultural and services policies, and
the associated institutions of delivery.

The Chamber planned to meet six (6)
times in the period under review. The
chamber met 11 times. Representation
in the Chamber is made up of six (6)
mandated representatives from
Organised Labour, Business, and
Government.

The Chamber Work Programme covered
inter alia the following key policy
matters:

Policies and Strategies

Regulations

Research

Industrial Policy and Action Plan

B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice

Fund for Research into Growth

Labour Intensive Sectors

Consumer Protection

Development and Equity

Industrial Financing

Companies Bill

Cooperatives Strategy

Preferential Procurement Amendment
Bill and Regulations
Regulatory Impact Assessment
Small Scale and Subsistence Fisheries
Anti-Dumping

Trade and Trade negotiations

Monitoring and Evaluation

Sector Summits

Trade and Industrial Policy

BEE Impact Review

Chemicals

Regional Investment and Development

Review of Customised Sector
Programmes

Metals and Engineering

Trade Monitoring

Construction

Export Strategy

Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT)
Fisheries

Memoranda of Understanding

Retail
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CHAMBER’S MODUS OPERANDI
Most of the substantive work of the Chamber is done in task teams with representatives of stakeholders that have specific
knowledge of the relevant area. The work of task teams is governed by a Terms of Reference developed by the Chamber and the
outcome of the task team will be a report for consideration and ratification by the Chamber.
The Chamber launched a process of bi-annual strategic sessions in 2006. Chaired by the Deputy Minister of Trade and Industry,
Rob Davies, the strategic sessions engage in high-level dialogue on trade and industrial policy. The outcomes of the Strategic
Sessions are used to guide the Work Programme of the Chamber.
What follows is a synopsis of the Chamber’s work for the period 1 April 2007 to 31 March 2008. Besides its two Strategic
Sessions, the Chamber met eleven (11) times in the period under review.

TRADE AND INDUSTRY CHAMBER MEMBERS
Government

Labour

Business

R Naidoo (Convenor)

T Ehrenreich (Convenor)

L Lotter (Convenor)

D Jarvis

W Aroun

M McDonald

M Mabitje-Thompson

B Ndebele

H van der Merwe

F Adams

J Nkosi

N Vermeulen

S Roro

A Benjamin

R Parsons

T Chauke

E Watkinson

V van Vuuren

C van Kerken

T Tengela

C Grant

Mc D Netshitendze

T Franks

C Mtshali

F Sibanda

KJ van Rensburg

S Maruatona

J Rudin

S Siwisa

N Newman

B Lacey

H Mushonga

D Jordaan

M Tsela

A Dicks

B Mashego

J Myburgh

P Govender

Alternates

J Mahlangu

E Basson

M Kepadisa

M Faku

E Mutileni

Y Moosajee

J Mosia

Z Faqui Dawoo
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SUMMARY OF THE MEETINGS: TRADE AND INDUSTRY CHAMBER
SUBJECT

NUMBER OF MEETINGS

Strategic Sessions

2

Chamber

11

Consumer Protection Bill

1

B-BBEE Codes of Good Practice

Escalated to Management Committee

Cooperatives Strategy

2

National Technical Regulatory Framework

1

Preferential Procurement

Escalated to the Overall Convenors

Sector Skills Plans

Escalated to Management Committee

Industrial Policy

2

Trade Negotiations

2

Trade Monitoring

29

Sector Summits

2

Fridge

11

Fisheries Policy

12

Total

75

KEY FOCUS AREA

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

To ensure that consumers
are protected against
unethical practices and to
strengthen the consumer
rights aspects of the law.

Task completed and report
signed off by the Executive
Council.

Trade and Industry Chamber Task Teams

Consumer Protection Bill

Cooperatives Strategy

National Technical
Regulatory Framework
(NTRFs)

To examine whether the
policy principles which were
agreed to in Nedlac on
Consumer Protection are
incorporated in the draft
Bill.
To engage with a view to
agreeing on the strategy to
promote emerging
cooperatives enterprises in
all sectors of the economy.

To promote emerging
cooperative enterprises in
all sectors of the economy.
To improve and establish a
common South African
approach to technical
regulatory responsibilities,
and to ensure that South
Africa’s technical
regulations comply with
international requirements
and are responsive to the
changing needs of the
economy.

To engage with a view to
agreeing on how to improve
and establish a common
South African approach in
terms of its technical
regulatory responsibilities.
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Taks completed.
Strategy is being revised
within the dti. Upon
completion the task team
will be reconstituted.

Nedlac Report on the
National Technical
Regulatory Framework has
been signed off by Manco.
Task completed.
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KEY FOCUS AREA

B-BBEE Codes of Good
Practice

OUTPUT

To ensure correlation
between the Codes and the
Nedlac report on B-BBEE
Codes of Good Practice.

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

To ensure that the benefits
of Black Economic
Empowerment are broadbased and curb fronting.

Nedlac Report on the
Comparison of the B-BBEE
Codes to the Nedlac Report
on B-BBEE Codes (2nd
Phase) completed and
presented to Manco.

Fisheries Policy

To engage and agree on
steps to be taken to develop
policy that takes into
account the key challenges
in fishing.

To ensure that the policy
intervention takes into
account the balance
between commercial and
subsistence fishing.

National Industrial Policy
Framework (NIPF)

To engage and agree on the
National Industrial Policy
Framework.

To put in place policy
instruments to build the
domestic industrial capacity
in South Africa.

Task completed.
Fisheries task team is
considering subsistence and
small scale fisheries
policies, as well as
undertaking research into
the Fisheries sector in order
to produce a Fisheries
development policy.
Engagement on the NIPF
continues through the TIC
Strategic Sessions.

TESELICO (Technical Sectoral Liaison Sub-Committee)

WTO (NAMA Formulas)

SACU-USA

SACU-EFTA

SACU-MERCOSUR (FTA)

RSA/SACU-EU TDCA/REVIEW
SADC EPA

SACU – INDIA / CHINA

To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the WTO trade
negotiations.

To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the position and
approach to be adopted in
the SACU-USA trade
negotiations.
To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the position and
approach to be adopted in
SACU-EFTA trade
negotiations.
To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the position and
approach to be adopted in
the SACU-MERCOSUR trade
negotiations.
To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the position and
approach to be adopted in
the SACU-EU TDCA Review
trade negotiations as well
as on EPA.
To reach agreement in
Nedlac on the position and
approach to be adopted in
any trade negotiations with
India and/or China.

Nedlac agreement on the
WTO trade negotiations
relating to Agriculture;
Industrial products; Services
and Trade and
Environmental, as well as
Goods and Services.

Four task team processes
are currently unfolding and
the inputs are directly
channelled into the WTO
negotiations on a regular
basis.

Nedlac agreement on the
position and approach to be
adopted in the SACU-USA
trade negotiations.

Engagements rolled over to
the 2008/9 Work
Programme.

Nedlac agreement on the
position and approach to be
adopted in the SACU-EFTA
trade negotiations.
Nedlac agreement on the
position and approach to be
adopted in the SACUMERCOSUR trade
negotiations.
Nedlac agreement on the
position and approach to be
adopted in the SACU-EU
TDCA Review trade
negotiations, as well as on
an EPA.
Nedlac agreement on the
position and approach to be
adopted in any trade
negotiations with India and/
or China.
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The SACU-EFTA agreement
has been concluded.
Task completed.

Negotiations close to
conclusion.

Engagements rolled over to
the 2008/9 Work
Programme.

Engagements rolled-over to
the 2008/9 Work
Programme.
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KEY FOCUS AREA

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

TIC work programme

Two Strategic Sessions were
held in 2007. The sessions
yielded key focus areas that
have been incorporated in
the Chamber’s Work
Programme.

Community

Chamber Bi-Annual Strategic Sessions

Chamber Strategic Session

To agree on high-priority
areas and develop a work
programme for the Chamber.

Non Agricultural Market Access Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

R Brits

J Nkosi

B Brink

W Smalberger

E Watkinson

M McDonald

S Roro

B Ndebele

D Neethling

T Mahosi

E Vlok

D Jordaan

H Erasmus

J Mosia

H Claassens

R Dicks

C Grant

T Tengela

NMW Vermeulen
N Lamprecht

Trade and Environment Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

K du Plooy

H Mushonga

C Grant

E Steyn

J Nkosi

L Lotter

M Visagie

J Mosia

J de Bruyn

D Nteo

KJ v Rensburg

W Mayne

K Kampel

P Magane

H Neethling

S Crompton

S Sidney

V Pillay

N Tselentis

X Mabusela

N Lesufi

Community

P Drodskie
R Heydenrich

Non Tariff Barriers (NTB’s) task Team
Government

Labour

Business

E Steyn

E Watkinson

C Grant

R Brits

J Nkosi

L Lotter

S Roro

R Dicks

T Mahosi

J Mosia

T Nkuna
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Government

Labour

Business

Community

Government

Labour

Business

Community

K Du Plooy

I Ramputa

C Grant

W Mene

J Barrett

Z Jwili

S Roro

J Rudin

L Lotter

N Ntshebethu
A M Lotter

Services Task Team

J Nkosi
JJ van Rensburg
J Koen
J Mosia
KJ v Resnsburg
N Newman
S Gangca
R Dicks
E Vlok
T Ehrenreich

Fisheries Task team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

D Jarvis

T Ehrenreich

R Bross

N Jaffer

N Williams

E Watkinson

S Malherbe

J Moses

M Silevu

R Toms

V van Vuuren

M Mabitje-Thompson

T Maselane

I Mothebe
F Adams
A Share
T Swartz

Consumer Protection Bill Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

M Mabitje-Thompson

N Makgetla

L Lotter

N Mafongosi

D Terblanche

S Kgara

C Teuteberg-Kerk

M Mphahlele

N Chabane

C Malan
J van Blerk
D Behrens
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Government

Labour

Business

Community

T Cohen
J Terblanche
P Brits
N Vermeulen
A Elliot
J Jefferies
S Kader
R Moletsane
L Montjane

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Codes of Good Practice Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

J Nduno

R Dicks

K Maphisa

L Nare

D Jarvis

P Govender

M McDonald

L Mngomezulu

P Radebe

S Gangca

A Fine

P Hundall

H Malinga

V Mabena

N Radebe

S Naidoo

T Doyer

A Patterson

R Naidoo

K Laubscher

D Barnard

N Mamashela

J Fegbeutel

I Steyn

F Matlala

H Gazendam

M Thompson

N Vermeulen

N Singh

M Dube

T Tambani

J Osborne

P Sele

R Latchman

Cooperatives Strategy Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

D Jarvis

T Ehrenreich

R Bross

N Jaffer

N Williams

E Watkinson

S Malherbe

J Moses

M Silevu

R Toms

V van Vuuren

M Mabitje-Thompson

T Maselane

I Mothebe
F Adams
A Share
T Swartz
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Preferential Procurement Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

M Seate

B Mgxekeza

C Grant

R Sethaiso

E Mutileni

M McDonald

P Govender

C Mtshali

S Ganga

H van der Merwe

Community

L Lotter
A Tondi

Sector Skills Plan Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

M Montoedi

E Watkinson

V Harbhajan

F Adams

M Sekete

P Masebe

T Franks

Community

KV Rensburg

Trade Monitoring Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

A Klink

M Kepadisa

D Jordaan

R Cruikshank

A Benjamin

P Drodskie

R Moodley

T Tengela

M McDonald

F Adams

S Matsemela

L Lotter

B Rudolph

M Tsela

Community

S Roro

Memorandum of Understanding Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

W van der Spuy

E Vlok

C Grant

Community

National Technical Regulatory Framework Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

E Steyn

E Watkinson

L Lotter

A Lotter

R Dicks

I Charlton

M Visagie

D Fisher
D Kruger
S Watkins
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SECTOR SUMMITS
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Key Focus Area
CHEMICALS SECTOR
SUMMIT

Key Result Area

Programme Objectives

Status

Constituencies engage to
agree on policies governing
the sector.

To promote increased levels
of growth, investment, job
creation, decent work and
people-centred
development.

Chemical Sector Summit
Agreement – signed by all
constituencies.

Pharmaceutical Sub-Sector
Strategy

To initiate discussion toward
a Key Action Plan (KAP) for
pharmaceuticals.

CONSTRUCTION SECTOR
SUMMIT

Constituencies engage to
agree on policies governing
the sector.

To reaffirm constituencies’
commitment to social
dialogue and working
together to address the
economic and development
challenges facing the
construction sector.

Nedlac Report on the
Pharmaceutical Sub-Sector
Strategy signed off by
Manco.
Task completed.
Constituencies still
engaging.

To promote rising levels of
growth, investment, job
creation, skills development,
and people-centred
development.

METALS & ENGINEERING
SECTOR SUMMIT

Constituencies engage to
agree on policies governing
the sector.

To promote increased levels
of growth, investment, job
creation, beneficiation and
people-centered
development.

Agreement signed off at the
Manco of 25 October 2007.
Task completed.

This vision is aimed at
giving effect to the vision
agreed in the GDS which is
aimed at making South
Africa:
• The leading emerging
market and destination of
first choice for investors
whilst retaining and
expanding social equity
and fair labour standards.

ICT SECTOR SUMMIT

Constituencies engage to
agree on policies governing
the sector.

To promote increased levels
of growth, investment, job
creation, decent work and
people-centred
development.
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Agreement signed in 2002,
constituencies considering
implementation processes.
Task completed.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRY
LANDSCAPE IN NUMBERS
Balance of payments
Current account deficit
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin

The current account deficit (the broadest measure of trade in goods and services) narrowed to 6.5% of GDP in the third quarter
as stronger commodity prices boosted exports and imports fell, easing pressure on the rand and inflation.
The narrower current account gap was financed by a surge in foreign investment in stocks and bonds, reducing pressure on the
rand. South Africa relies mainly on foreign investment in equities and bonds to finance the deficit.
The deficit reached a 31-year high of 6.4% of GDP for the whole of 2007 as strong consumer spending and a R416 billion
government infrastructure programme on roads, railways and power supplies sucked in imports.

Balance of trade
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Source: Global Insight

Imports continued to add pressure on the trade balance, especially driven by minerals and machinery imports.
The trade numbers are expected to remain very volatile, but with an upward import bias during 2008 as large amounts of
machinery are imported throughout the year on an irregular basis.
Another volatile item has been oil imports, which are impacted whenever refineries shut down for maintenance. Another
concern is that the use of alternative sources of energy such as generators is raising fuel demand further.

Interest rates
Average rates on instalment sale agreements
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletins
In the environment of increasing interest rates, both fixed and adjustable rates on instalment sale agreements (Hire Purchase)
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started increasing from the second half of 2006.

Repurchase and prime overdraft rates
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletins
The above figure shows interest rates that had started declining from the last quarter of 2002. Between 2004 and the first
half of 2006, the repurchase rate was maintained below 8% and the prime overdraft rate below 12%.
The outlook for inflation remains bleak in an environment of sustained increases in international oil and food prices.
Internationally, countries are experiencing increased inflationary pressures amid slowing global economic growth and rising
commodity prices.
Sustained food and petrol price pressures were primarily, but not only, responsible for this trend.

ENERGY
The bulk of South Africa’s energy consumption mix is comprised of coal, which the country primarily uses to produce synthetic
fuels. South Africa also consumes a substantial amount of oil. Only a small percentage of the energy consumption mix is
comprised of natural gas and nuclear.
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Energy Consumption (2004)
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Source: Energy Information Administration

Fuel Prices
Price change build-up
Petrol
95

Petrol
93 ULP

Petrol
91

Diesel
* 0.05%

Diesel
* 0.005%

ULP

& LRP

ULP

S

S

c/l

c/l

c/l

c/l

c/l

Contribution to the
basic fuel price (BFP)

728.413

718.632

718.851

892.63

898.03

868.528

Wholesale margin

39.487

39.268

39.049

39.26

39.26

39.472

Service cost recoveries

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

Storage, handling &
delivery costs

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

9.5

Distribution cost

Illuminating
Paraffin
c/l

8

Dealers margin (*)

64.7

64.7

64.7

Zone differential in
Gauteng
IP Tracer levy

13.9

13.9

13.9

Fuel levy

127

127

Slate levy

24.85

Incremental Inland
Transport Levy
Customs & excise duty
DSML (Inland
Revenue)

10

13.9

13.9

0.01

0.01

127

111

111

24.85

24.85

24.85

24.85

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

4

4

4

4

4
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Petrol
95

Petrol
93 ULP

Petrol
91

Diesel
* 0.05%

Diesel
* 0.005%

ULP

& LRP

ULP

S

S

c/l

c/l

c/l

c/l

c/l

Petroleum Pipelines
levy
RAF levy

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

46.5

46.5

46.5

46.5

46.5

Sub-total

341.587

331.368

331.149

250.67

250.67

81.072

Retail price

1070

1050

1050

Wholesale price

1005.3

985.3

985.3

1143.3

1148.7

949.6

(*) The wholesale price of diesel is regulated, but not the retail price
Source: www.shell.co.za

Price change build-up for the period 02/07/08 to 05/08/08
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Source: www.shell.co.za
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TRADE AND INDUSTRY
Business confidence
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Source: FNB/Bureau for Economic Research Consumer Confidence Index

There have been a number of developments with potentially adverse impacts on business confidence. They include rate hikes,
warnings by the South African Reserve Bank of possible further increases, large rises in petrol and food prices, power outages,
and the most recent attacks on foreigners.

Consumer confidence
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Source: FNB/Bureau for Economic Research Consumer Confidence Index
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First National Bank and the Bureau for Economic Research attribute the fall in consumer confidence to a number of adverse
developments:
•
•
•
•

The prime overdraft rate was increased for an eighth time in December 2007;
Higher food and petrol price increases knocked the confidence of low income earners;
House prices lost all forward momentum; and
The National Credit Act is still widely misunderstood by a number of consumers.

Credit extension
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008

Growth in instalment sale credit and leasing finance, which is mainly directed at financing expenditure on motor vehicles and
other durable goods, decelerated during 2007.
Growth in leasing finance in particular contracted significantly from June 2007 when banks showed a preference for promoting
instalment sale finance following the full introduction of the National Credit Act. This Act provides for longer repayment
periods on instalment loans to enhance affordability.
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Credit standing of consumers
Credit Active Consumers

# Jun' 07

# Sep' 07

% Jun' 07

% Sep' 07

Good Standing

10.67 m

10.52 m

63.60%

62.30%

Current

7.96 m

7.87 m

47.50%

46.60%

1-2 months in arrears

2.71 m

2.65 m

16.10%

15.70%

Impaired Record

6.11 m

6.38 m

36.40%

37.70%

≥ 3 months in arrears

2.15 m

2.13 m

12.80%

12.60%

Adverse listings

1.98 m

2.22 m

11.80%

13.10%

Judgements & administration orders

1.98 m

2.03 m

11.80%

12.00%

Total

16.77 m

16.90 m

100%

100%

Source: National Credit Regulator

While credit extended to the corporate sector continued to grow at a brisk pace during 2007, the borrowing activity of the
household sector eased noticeably. Non-performing loans, that have been overdue for a period longer than 90 days, expressed
as a percentage of total loans and advances started to trend upwards from low levels during 2007 as tighter credit conditions
impacted on household finances. Financial distress has been most evident in non-performing credit card debt, which increased
from around 5% of total credit card debt at the beginning of the year to 7.5% at the end of the year.

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
Top 20 BEE companies
2007

2008

Company

BEE Score (%)

2

1

Adcorp Holdings

81.69

49

2

Merafe Resources

79.15

5

3

Hosken Consolidated

76.8

106

4

Tongatt Hulett

75.64

9

5

Metropolitan Holdings

73.01

65

6

Investec

72.32

4

7

Oceana Group

70.93

45

8

Super Group

70.7

37

9

Standard Ban

70.08

39

10

First Rand

69.9

54

11

Coronation Fund Managers

69.51

17

12

Paracon Holdings

69.11

21

13

Gijima AST

68.84

11

14

Glenrand MIB

68.53

23

15

Nedbank

67.81
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2007

2008

Company

BEE Score (%)

31

16

Sun International

67.54

120

17

Dimension Data

67.21

18

18

InfoWave Holdings

66.41

24

19

Business Connexion

66.15

29

20

Aveng Group

65.59

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail

Ownership
Rank

Overall
ranking

Top 10
companies

1

3

2

20

Hosken
Consolidated
Aveng Group

3

32

4

36

5

Sector

Economic
interest %

Total score
ownership %

Financials

51.12

23.00

Basic Industries

55.93

23.00

Services

53.80

23.00

Health

29.00

23.00

1

Mvelaphanda
Group
Aspen
Pharmacare
Adcorp Holdings

Services

32.00

22.00

6

21

Naspers

Media

30.86

21.95

7

16

Sun International

Travel & Leisure

27.71

21.71

8

4

Tongaat Hulett

Food & Beverage

37.00

21.64

9

35

Raubex Group

Basic Industries

28.68

21.35

10

7

Oceana Group

Food & Beverage

30.16

21.14

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail

Ownership commands a 20% weighting within the broad-based BEE scorecard. There are 20 points to be had by excellent
contributors in the ownership factor. There is a maximum of three additional bonus points available in this factor from the
inclusion of designated broad-based BEE beneficiaries. HCI claimed all three bonus points to attain a total ownership score of
23, which translates to that 115% mark. Three other companies Aveng, Mvelaphanda Holdings, and Aspen Pharmacare, also
managed to claim 23 points in the ownership factor.
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Enterprise development

Rank

Overall
ranking

Top 10
companies

Sector

%
Contributions

Total score
enterprise
development
%

1

51

Mustek

ICT

96.20

15.00

2

6

Investec

Financials

92.46

15.00

3

102

Cashbuild

Retail

38.18

15.00

4

65

ICT

37.92

15.00

5

10

Blue Label
Telecoms
First Rand

Financials

34.82

15.00

6

52

Property

29.83

15.00

7

15

Financials

27.95

15.00

8

39

9
10

Growthpoint
Properties
Nedbank

Services

25.79

15.00

23

Enviroserv
Holdings
Cadiz Holdings

Financials

24.65

15.00

45

Group Five

Basic Industries

22.16

15.00

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail

Mustek assumed first place because it reflects the largest enterprise development spend as a percentage of its taxed profits.
The target carried in the scorecard is 3% of taxed profits.

Procurement

Rank

Overall
ranking

Top 10
companies

Sector

Spend

Total Score
procurement
%

1

30

Telkom SA

ICT

69.41

20.00

2

1

Adcorp Holdings

Services

50.00

20.00

3

22

Phumelela

Travel & Leisure

83.13

18.62

4

24

Santam

Financials

47.98

17.52

5

34

Financials

46.85

17.24

6

38

Barnard Jacobs
Mellet
Kelly Group

Services

85.84

17.18

7

23

Cadiz Holdings

Financials

51.74

16.84

8

35

Raubex Group

Basic Industries

58.01

16.47

9

44

Services

60.00

16.30

10

78

Metrofile
Holdings
Pretoria Portland
Cement

Basic Industries

47.22

16.10

Source: Empowerdex, Financial Mail
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Telkom took the lead in the procurement ranking in the 2008 Top Empowerment Companies survey. The company produced a
total affirmative procurement score of 20, which represents a 100% record in this factor of the B-BBEE scorecard. The group
managed a total BEE score of 62; it also produced 100% in the management factor of the BEE scorecard.
Procurement is considered the most important pillar of BEE – even more important than the transfer of ownership to black
groups. That was acknowledged when the drafters of BEE legislation decided to give procurement a weighting of 20% from
15% in the B-BBEE scorecard.

Trade
Exports, imports, terms of trade (excluding gold)
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008

Over time, South Africa has developed a strong trade relationship with a number of countries such as the United States (US),
United Kingdom (UK), Japan and Germany, featuring strongly as export destinations and providers of imports. Recently, China
has increased considerably in importance, as illustrated in the accompanying graph.
Although South Africa’s trade has recorded a surplus with the US, Japan and the UK over time, its trade surplus with the US
improved visibly in 2007. This expansion could partly be attributed to an increase of 23% in merchandise exports in terms of
the Africa Growth and Opportunity Act. In 2007 the trade deficit with Germany narrowed, partly on account of higher exports
of vehicles and transport equipment. The reduction in tariffs on trade in motor vehicles between South Africa and the European
Union, the ongoing Motor Industry Development Programme and various contracts entered into by motor manufacturers were,
among other factors, responsible for the increase in such exports.
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Regional trade agreements
Number of free trade agreements
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Source: UNCTAD

Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) have become in recent years a very prominent feature of the Multilateral Trading System
(MTS).
If we take into account RTAs which are in force but have not been notified, those signed but not yet in force, those currently
being negotiated, and those in the proposal stage, we arrive at a figure of close to 400 RTAs which are scheduled to be
implemented by 2010. Of these RTAs, free trade agreements (FTAs) and partial scope agreements account for over 90%, while
customs unions account for less than 10%.
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Average tariffs imposed by America on Agricultural, Clothing and Textile products from Developing
and least Developed countries
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Source: UNCTAD

Preferential Market Access is necessary to boost and sustain economic growth for the least advanced economies. Many
international initiatives support this concept, which was restated at the Sixth Ministerial Meeting of the World Trade
Organisation, in December 2005. The objective is to allow complete duty-free and quota-free imports from Least Developed
Countries by 2008 or no later than the start of the implementation period of the final package arising from the Doha Round of
negotiations.
The latest available data on market access for developing and least developed countries show positive and continued progress
towards meeting this target. Average tariffs applied to imports from developing countries has been decreasing, but progress
has been slow in recent years.
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Proportion of Total Developed Market Economies imports (by value) from Developing and Least
Developed Countries, admitted free of duty
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Source: UNCTAD

Excluding arms, almost 76% of exports from developing countries entered developed countries free of duty. Among them, the
least developed countries enjoy a better treatment, and over 82% entered duty free into developed country markets.
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WORK STREAM 6
DEVELOPMENT CHAMBER
SCOPE

Meeting target for 2007/8

KEY PRIORITY AREAS

The Development Chamber seeks to
reach consensus and conclude
agreements on matters pertaining to
social and economic policy. The
Development Chamber adopts a
proactive approach in dealing with
developmental issues within the
legislative framework and outside the
legislative programme.

The Chamber planned to meet at least
six (6) times in the year under review.
Representation in the Chamber is as
follows: six (6) mandated
representatives from Organised
Labour, Business, Community, and
Government.

The Chamber identified the following
as key priority areas for the 2007/08
work programme:
• Expanded Public Works (EPWP)
• Poverty Measure
• Local Level Planning
• Public Transport
• Cooperative Development Strategy
• Youth Policy.

The Chamber met eight (8) times in the
year under review.

DEVELOPMENT CHAMBER MEMBERS
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Devan Pillay (Convenor)

Anna Maistry (Convenor)

Lulama Nare (Convenor)

Vespa Mabitsi

Noluthando Mayende-Sibiya
(Convenor)
Sibusiso Gumede

Thami Skenjana

Laura Kganyago

Victor Mathada

Monroe Mkalipi

Mazwe Majola

Benjamin Mokgothu

Jake Dikobo

Palesa Kadi

Sibusiso Gumede

Skhumbuzo Mpanza

Dawn Le Roux

Zachariah Matsela

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE – DEVELOPMENT CHAMBER 2007/8
KEY FOCUS AREA

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

Expanded Public Works
Programme (EPWP)

Launch projects that provide
short-term jobs in the
communities with a greater
emphasis on providing and/
or improving basic and
essential infrastructure in
the communities.

Provide poverty and income
relief through temporary
work for the unemployed.

Projects launched. The
EPWP almost at the end of
its five year life-span.

Reach agreement on the
National Poverty Measures
hence a national poverty
line for South Africa.

To put in place national
measurements to determine
poverty levels and set a
poverty line in South Africa.

Poverty Measures/Poverty
Line
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KEY FOCUS AREA

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

Local Level Planning

Develop people-centered
and workable service
partnership amongst
constituencies that will
combine resources and
capacity in targeted
developmental programmes.

Chamber engages with the
Municipal Infrastructure
Grant on a bi-annual basis.

Public Transport

Engage and agree on the
strategy to accelerate Public
Transport Implementation
via-a ‘win-win’ partnership
between government,
existing operators and
labour.

Address the legacy of
apartheid planning, which
undermines social and
economic integration and
employment in order to
achieve broad socioeconomic integration.
Increase the capacity of
communities to participate
meaningfully in local
development.
To create a dispensation
that will enhance safety and
security; accessibility and
affordability of public
transport.
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WORK STREAM 7
DEVELOPMENT CHAMBER
Cooperative Development
Strategy

Engage and agree on a
strategy to promote cooperatives in South Africa.

Youth Policy

Youth policy to address the
levels of youth
unemployment in South
Africa, level of youth
poverty, levels of crime.
Lack of access to education
and inability to complete
studies and drug abuse.

To create and develop
income-generating activities
savings and investment,
develop human resource
capacities, improve social
and economic well-being
and establish and expand a
viable and dynamic
distinctive sector of the
economy.
Finalise a Nedlac report on
all the key issues that
should inform the National
Youth Development Policy.

The Strategy will be
finalised in the 2009/10
reporting period.

Phase 1 completed
Phase 2 underway.

Public Transport Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Ibrahim Seedat

Sibusiso Gumede

Thami Skenjana

Mathews Mponzo

Devan Pillay

Jane Barret

Mazwe Majola

Thulani Mabuza

Government

Labour

Business

Community

M Tleane

Sibusiso Gumede

Thami Skenjana

Lulama Nare

Abongile Vanda

Salome Sithole

Youth Policy Task Team

Laura Kganyago
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DEVELOPMENT
Housing
Housing delivery
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Source: Department of Housing

According to the National Department of Housing, the average price of affordable housing (below 80m2) increased by a
nominal 18.1% year-on-year to about R243 000 in the first quarter of 2007, whereas in the luxury segment (above 200m2)
nominal house prices increased by an average of 7.6% in the same period (ABSA, 2007). This challenges government to stretch
its limited recourses to accommodate those households with an income above R3 500.
The scarcity of suitable serviced land continues to add pressure on prices for housing development, thereby fuelling
affordability problems. According to ABSA (2007), the average nominal land price of 500m2 increased by 21.6% year-on-year
to about R 312 200 in the fourth quarter of 2006. This also challenges the effort of the Department of Housing to ensure that
houses are provided within the proximity of work places.
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Building plans passed
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008

The South African property market has, in the recent past, been driven by a wide range of economic, social, cyclical and
structural factors. Although these factors all had a positive impact on the demand for property in South Africa over the past
seven years, which led to this strong price performance, the specific role of the economic factors should not be underestimated.
Developments with regard to inflation, interest rates, economic growth, household disposable income, and adjustments to
personal and property tax rates are believed to have positively influenced the property market since 2000.
In late 2004, for instance, house price growth peaked at levels last seen in the first half of the 1980s, after which it assumed a
gradual declining trend. This downward trend in house price growth occurred without any significant deterioration in any of
the economic factors mentioned. It can probably be ascribed to the declining affordability of housing, because, as prices
surged, affordability came increasingly under pressure.
Although the property boom of the past number of years was the result of trends in various economic and other factors, the
economy itself was also influenced by developments in the property market. Levels of fixed capital formation, household
wealth and consumption, credit extension, household debt, employment, and government revenue increased markedly in
recent years. These increases were, to a large extent, a result of the strongly performing property market.
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SOCIAL GRANTS
Children
Over the last ten years government has been progressively widening the safety net for children through the care dependency,
child support and foster care grants. The Child Support Grant (CSG) has been fundamental to these efforts and currently 8.6
million children are in receipt of this grant. R19.3 billion has been allocated to the CSG, which has been increased to R210 per
month and will further increase to R220 from October. The remaining challenge is the linking of social grant recipients to
economic opportunities as well as other public services and goods.

Old Age Pension
Amongst other measures to accelerate delivery towards the alleviation of poverty amongst older persons, the old age grant has
increased by 27% since 2004. Government is also working towards a progressive realisation of age equalisation with regards
the qualification for Old Age Grant, which will be implemented as follows:
• 63 and 64 year old men in 2008 once the law is amended
• 61 and 62 years in 2009
• 60 year olds in 2010.

FOOD PRICES
In order to reflect changes in spending patterns (as seen with weighting of food falling and transport increasing), Statistics
South Africa is planning to change the consumer price inflation basket from 2009.
• The total ‘country food’ weighting would drop to 18.28%, and 20.2% when including restaurants, from 26.6%. In the CPIX
basket, food would be 17.86%.
• The transport component would increase to 17.79% for the ‘total country’ compared with 12.98% and make up 21.42% of the
CPIX basket.
• The data agency said the new weights would be effective with the January 2009 consumer inflation release and were based
on the 2005/2006 income and expenditure survey released in March.
• The survey showed that transport was the fastest growing spending category for South African households, while
expenditure on food had declined proportionately since 2000, largely due to increasing wealth.
• The new weights will definitely bias the CPIX downwards, and might better reflect the consumption patterns of households.
• The central bank targets the CPIX basket and has a mandate to keep it between 3% and 6%, but it hit a five-and-a-half year
high of 10.9% in May, mainly driven by fuel and food inflation, which surged to 17% year-on-year in May.
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WORK STREAM 8

PUBLIC FINANCE AND MONETARY
POLICY CHAMBER
SCOPE
The Public Finance and Monetary
Policy Chamber seeks to develop and
reach consensus as well as arrive at
agreements on all matters pertaining
to the framework within which
financial, fiscal, monetary and
exchange-rate policies are formulated.
It also seeks to enhance the
coordination of fiscal and monetary
policy and related elements of macro-

economics policy as well as the
institution of delivery.
The Chamber is required to meet at
least six (6) times in each financial
year.
Representation in the Chamber is made
up of six (6) mandated representatives
from organised Labour, Business and
Government.

2007/8 WORK PROGRAMME
The Chamber Work Programme covered
inter alia the following key policy
matters:
• Development Finance Institutions (DFIs)
• Financial Sector Charter Council (FSCC)
• National Budget
• Social Security and Retirement Fund
Reform
• Retirement Funds Reforms
• Consumer and Education.

Meeting Target for 2007/8
The Chamber planned to hold 7 meetings in the period under review. The Chamber met 6 times in the period under review.

SUBJECT

MEETINGS

Chamber meetings

6

Financial Sector Transformation Task Team

2

Consumer and Savings Task Teams

1

PUBLIC FINANCE AND MONETARY POLICY CHAMBER MEMBERS 2007/8
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Nkosana Mashiya
(Convenor)
Vukani Mamba

Jan Mahlangu (Convenor)

Prince Maluleke (Convenor)

Tshepo Nkwe

Mapula Ikaneng

Dennis Dykes

Sikhumbuzo Thomo

Johan van der Heever

Putas Tseki

Tom Main

Neren Rau

Isaac Ramputa

Bill Lacey

Raymond Masoga

George Strauss

Mike Jackson

Thami Hlekiso

Gretchen Humphries

Nwabisa Matoti

Ruby Oliver

Abri Meiring

Moemedi Kepadisa

Johanz Zeetsman

Gary Wilson (Alternate)

Elias Masilela

Moose Burger

Simi Siwisa

Thobile Ntola

Conny Motsumi

Ezrom Mabyane
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SUMMARY OF PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE
KEY FOCUS AREA

OUTPUT

MEASURE/INDICATOR

STATUS

Development Finance
Institutions (DFIs)

Examine the mandate and
scope of the work of the
DFIs.

The first phase of the review
process completed.

Financial Sector Charter
Council (FSCC)

Monitor the implementation
of the FSCC agreements.

To ensure that the DFIs
mandates and scope are
aligned to the broader
developmental imperatives
in order to strengthen
synergies.
Build reporting and
monitoring mechanisms
between the FSCC and
Nedlac.

National Budget

Engage and reach broad
areas of agreement on key
policy matters on the
national Budget and
allocations.

Social Security and
Retirement Reforms

To ensure that Nedlac gets a
chance to make inputs on
the national Budget before it
is finalised and tabled in
Parliament by government.

Engagements on the MTBPS
before finalisation – remains
a challenge.

Hold focus session on the
Budgetary process with the
Minister or Deputy Minister
of Finance.
Engage and reach
agreement on the national
Social Security and
retirement funds legislative
framework.

Retirement Funds Reforms

Engage with a view to reach
agreement on the
Retirement Regulatory
framework.

Consumer and Savings

Monitor the implementation
of the GDS agreement.

The FSCC provides Nedlac
with regular progress
reports. Parties deadlocked
on the BBBEE target for the
Finance Sector.
The Minister of Finance
addressed the Nedlac
constituencies on the
MTBPS in Cape Town on
13 November 2007.

To ensure that the working
people that could not afford
the ordinary private sector
retirement funds
arrangements can also have
access to affordable
retirement provisions.
Transform the retirement
funds regulatory framework
to take into account the
national transformation
imperatives.
Develop proposals in
ensuring effective savings.
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On hold until a
Comprehensive Social
Security policy framework is
tabled by government.

The second draft policy
document is still
outstanding from
government.
Social partners are in a
process of developing a
common paper on savings.
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Financial Sector Transformation Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Nkosana Mashiya

Jan Mahlangu

Cas Coovadia

Collette Caine

Vukani Mamba

Ruby Oliver

Connie Motsumi

David de Jong

Johan van der Heever

Moemedi Kepadisa

Mike Jackson

Tsepo Nkwe

Neren Rau

Gary Wilson

George Djolov

Skhumbuzo Thomo

Olaotse Mathane

Isaac Ramputa

Modise Motloba

Pat Horn

Martin Deysel

Joe Mothimunye

George Strauss

Tom Main

Mapule Ikaneng

Fikile Kuhlase

Consumer and Savings Task Team
Government

Labour

Business

Community

Vukani Mamba

Jan Mahlangu

Elias Masilela

Tshepo Nkwe
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PUBLIC FINANCE AND
MONETARY POLICY SPACE
IN NUMBERS
Growth

Percentage change in Gross Domestic Product (2000 constant prices)
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
According to the South African Reserve Bank, the economic upswing in South Africa continued in the first half of 2007 and
completed 31 quarters of uninterrupted expansion in real GDP at an average annualised rate of 4.75%. To date, this has been
the longest upswing on record. The performance of the domestic economy was enhanced by the sustained expansion of global
economic activity.
Global economic growth remained strong in the first half of 2007, supported by robust domestic demand in major countries.
Robust global demand has contributed in recent years to the sharp rise in the prices of commodities, especially fuel and metal.
While metal prices continued to surge, oil markets were characterised by sharp oil price volatility. Food prices have also been
increasing globally, reflecting supply shocks and higher international maize and wheat prices amid historically low global stocks
and higher demand from the bio-fuels industry. Crude oil prices increased sharply in the first half of 2006 to levels of around.
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Investment
Gross fixed capital formation (at constant prices) by institutional sector
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
Subsequent to growth rates of 9% and 9.5% in 2004 and 2005, respectively, real gross fixed capital formation increased at a
rate of 12.75% in 2006. After recording a growth rate of 14.25% in the second half of 2006, growth in real gross fixed capital
formation surged to an annualised rate of 18.5% in the first half of 2007. This significant increase in the growth of real gross
fixed capital formation resulted from increased activity in all three institutional sectors, namely the private sector, public
corporations and general government.

Gross fixed capital formation as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
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The South African Reserve Bank attributes the increased ratio of gross fixed capital formation to GDP to higher real growth in
real capital outlays. Gross fixed capital formation to gross domestic product grew from 17% in 2005 to 18.75% in 2006 and
further to 20.75% in the first half of 2007, the highest ratio since 1989.

Capital movements
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
The significantly lower portfolio inflows mainly stemmed from increased risk aversion by international investors following the
turbulence in global financial markets. While uncertain about the magnitude of possible credit losses, non-resident portfolio
investors also reduced their holdings of South African equity securities while accumulating debt securities.
During June and July 2007, Moody’s and Fitch rating agencies revised South Africa’s foreign-currency ratings outlook from
stable to positive. A positive outlook was assigned to the government’s foreign-currency debt as well as to the foreign-currency
bank deposits. The revised ratings were based on South Africa’s track record of political stability, sound government finances,
strengthening external liquidity and a healthy financial system.
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Savings as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product (at market prices)
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
The national saving ratio for 2007 as a whole amounted to 14.1%, marginally higher than the value of 14% recorded in 2006
due to higher saving levels by general government. The country’s dependence on foreign capital to finance gross capital
formation increased from 31.6% in 2006 to 34% in 2007. This was the highest rate of dependency on foreign capital ever
reached in South Africa owing to the sustained strong momentum in gross capital formation. The previous highest rate of
dependency on foreign capital of 26.1% was recorded in the early 1970s.

Prices
Inflation

Inflationary forces intensified considerably during the
past year. Previously, CPIX inflation had decelerated to
within the inflation target range of 3% to 6% from
September 2003. It remained within the target range
for 43 successive months, reflecting factors such as
ideal exchange rates and sound monetary and fiscal
policies. Inflation expectations also broadly converged
around these levels.
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From early 2006, however, prices began to rise in
response to various economic shocks and factors such
as escalating international crude oil prices, increases in
food prices, the continued commodity price boom and
the significant depreciation of the external value of the
rand from May 2006. As this process gained
momentum, production price inflation picked up to
double-digit rates, consumer goods prices accelerated
and even the prices of consumer services began to
respond. By April 2007 CPIX inflation breached the
upper boundary of the inflation target range.
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Source: South African Reserve Bank Quarterly Bulletin, March 2008
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WORK STREAM 9
SECTION 77 NOTICES
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Section 77 of the Labour Relations Act
gives workers the right to take part in
protest action to promote or defend
their socio-economic interests. The Act
gives Nedlac the task of bringing the
parties to a Section 77 notice together
to attempt to resolve the reasons for
the contemplated protest action.

APPLICATIONS FILED DURING THE
YEAR UNDER REVIEW
Five (5) new Section 77 Notices were
filled with Nedlac in the period under
review compared to four that were filed
in the 2006/7 reporting period. The
trend suggests that the appetite for
protest action is on the rise particularly
at provincial level as the bulk of the

Notices were filed by provincial
structures of the labour federations.
The new trend is the trade unions
outside of Cosatu; Fedusa and Nactu
that have also begun to use the Section
77 facility.

The Section 77 Standing Committee
Government

Labour

Business

Community

T Mkalipi

M Mbongwe

K Moyane

S Mapaila

J Crouse

R Dicks

E Nwedo

I Steyn

SUMMARY OF THE SECTION 77 NOTICES FOR THE PERIOD
DATE FILED

APPLICANT

ISSUES

STATUS

02 November 06

SATAWU

Job Security in the Cleaning
and Security sectors.

Pending.

16 November 2006

Awarding and termination
without due regard to job
security.
Cash-in-Transit heist and its
consequences to the safety
of civilians.

MTWU

02 July 2007

Cosatu Western Cape

15 September 2007

Cosatu Western Cape

16 October 2007

Cosatu Eastern Cape

28 January 2008

FEDUSA

Absence of regulations in
the industry.
Moratorium on the sale of
public land.
Western Cape provincial fuel
levy.
Provision of health services
and provincial budget cuts.
Electricity price hikes and
load shedding.

Crime Forum has produced a
report that should form the
basis to settle the dispute.
The report is being
considered by the Applicant.
Resolved.
Resolved.
Resolved.
Parties reached agreements
on a range of issues bar
guarantees against job
losses.
The matter deemed to have
been considered by Nedlac.
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DATE FILED

APPLICANT

ISSUES

STATUS

13 March 2008

COSATU

Electricity price hikes and
load shedding.

Parties reached agreements
on a range of issues bar
guarantees against job
losses.
The matter deemed to have
been considered by Nedlac.

WORK STREAM 10
SPECIAL PROJECTS
SPECIAL PROJECT 1:
NEDLAC REVIEW
Nedlac has conducted a comprehensive
review of the institution to inform
ongoing debates around the centrality
of social dialogue in our emerging
democracy.
The Review has sought to evaluate both
the functioning of Nedlac as an
institution and the role played by the
social partners who through, their
actions effectively make the institution
what they want it to be. Before
exploring these two areas and the
challenges facing Nedlac, the Review
sought to demonstrate Nedlac’s
contributions in establishing social
dialogue as an acceptable and
invaluable part of the country’s policymaking process.
The Review drew from various sources
ranging from the Management
Committee strategic sessions,
Executive Council focus sessions and
the independent review commissioned
by the ILO and conducted by Professor
Eddie Webster, the Co-Director of the
Sociology of Work Unit (SWOP) at the
University of Witwatersrand and Dinga
Sikwebu, a researcher at SWOP and
the inputs from the Nedlac
constituencies.

One of Nedlac’s strengths is its ability,
as an institution to have created a
culture of self-examination. A Review
does not make an institution such as
Nedlac irrelevant. Rather, the aim is to
make it more relevant and be able to
play its role in the next decade of
democracy and respond more
effectively to global challenges.

THE CASE FOR NEDLAC
The Review of Nedlac 1995-2006,
reveals the extent of Nedlac’s
contribution and that of social
dialogue to the sustainability of the
economic and social reform processes
since 1994. This has been no small feat
if one considers that the country
emerged from a culture of
adversarialism and conflict. Within a
relatively short period of time, Nedlac
created a forum in which the social
partners – labour, government,
business and the community
constituency – have been able to build
some level of trust and engage on a
range of policy.
Nedlac’s major achievements, the
Review argues, has been its ‘cost
effective contribution to the
sustainability of the reform process.
This has deepened democracy, created
new labour market institutions, and
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contributed to long-term economic and
social reform’. This has been achieved
through:
• B
 uilding an innovative institution
where social dialogue can take place
on a multipartite basis
	A comparison with social and
economic councils in other countries
reveals that Nedlac has evolved into
a unique statutory multipartite
negotiating body.
• Creating social capital
	Nedlac (and through its
predecessors the National
Manpower Commission (NMC) and
National Economic Forum (NEF)),
created ‘networks of trust’ between
different groupings of people and
institutions. The Review tracks how
these networks were formed over a
long period of time and how social
dialogue has extended beyond
Nedlac to a range of other
institutions. Nedlac has not only
facilitated the building of other
tripartite institutions but ‘the
emergence of innovative new
policies and institutions’.
•	Contributing towards economic and
social reform
	The Review argued that despite the
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unilateral implementation of the
Growth Employment and
Redistribution Strategy (Gear) in
1996, Nedlac had played an
important role in contributing
towards a common economic vision
(especially through its involvement
in the 2003 Growth and
Development Summit); the
formulation of policy in relation to
trade reform, labour market policy,
competition policy, the Masakhane
campaign and financial sector
reform.
As highlighted at the outset, there is
general consensus that Nedlac remains
a critical institution for promoting
social dialogue, a key feature of our
democracy. Coupled with this, the
Review argues that a ‘new consensus’
is emerging internationally – primarily
led by the ILO (the Geneva consensus)
– ‘which proposes that for
globalisation to be fair and deliver on
its promise of prosperity it needs to be
governed differently, in particular there
is a need for more participation by
stakeholders at international and
domestic levels.’

SYNOPSIS OF THE EXPERIENCES
AND CHALLENGES IN NEDLAC
Indeed it could be said that Nedlac has
facilitated the creation of a family of
institutions who practice social
dialogue and are quite often run by exNedlac staff. This was demonstrated at
the 11th Nedlac Summit in September
2006 when the ‘Nedlac family’
reported on its achievements; the
CCMA, Proudly South African,
International Trade Administration
Commission (ITAC), the Competition
Commission, the Commission on
Employment Equity, and the
Employment Conditions Commission.
As part of building a network of similar
institutions, Nedlac has also facilitated
the emergence of innovative new
policies and institutions. In 2002,
Nedlac convened the Finance Sector

Summit which at the end led to the
setting up the Umzansi account and an
agreement to develop a financial sector
charter. The proposal, which had been
initiated by the community
constituency, was then brought into the
Public Finance and Monetary Chamber
where it was agreed to set up a task
team with community representation.
Importantly this Nedlac initiative led to
discussions over the finance charter
outside of Nedlac including the
Treasury. This led to the creation of a
Financial Services Council which
reports back every month to Nedlac.
In addition to building social capital in
South Africa, Nedlac has had a
significant impact on social dialogue
regionally and internationally. From its
beginnings, Nedlac has had a stream
of international visitors wanting to
learn from the Nedlac experience and
to study its operations. For example,
from May 2005 to February 2006, the
Executive Director has interacted with
16 high-level bilateral and multilateral delegations. These include
visits from the Director-General of the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), the
deputy president of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the ILO, and a
delegation from USAID as well as
delegations from Kenya, Japan,
Uganda, Tanzania, France, Vietnam,
Namibia, Algeria and China. Of
particular significance is the fact that
agreements reached in Nedlac, such as
the Occupational and Health
agreement and the definition of
employee agreement, have been used
as models of best practice by the ILO.

The challenges that face
NEDLAC can be grouped into
two categories
• E xtra-institutional challenges: that
emanate from factors outside of
Nedlac as an institution.
• I ntra-institutional challenges:
challenges that face Nedlac as an
institution internally such as the
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functioning of the organisation,
efficiency of Nedlac as an
institution, capacity of the
organisation’s Secretariat,
contribution and commitment of
constituencies.
The Nedlac Review report is being
discussed by the Nedlac social partners
and the report is due to be finalised in
the 2008/9 reporting period. Having
said that, some of the
recommendations especially those that
have no implications on the Nedlac Act
and the Nedlac Constitution, are being
implemented.

SPECIAL PROJECT 2:
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
SUMMIT AGREEMENT (GDs)
BACKGROUND AND APPROACH
2008 marks the fifth anniversary of the
signing of the Growth and
Development Summit Agreement
(GDSA) in June 2003. The GDSA
remains without doubt the most
important achievement of the Nedlac
social partners in the last five years.
Since the conclusion of the Growth and
Development Summit (GDS) in 2003,
South Africa’s overall economic
performance has continued to improve,
with an average growth rate of close to
5% in the fourth quarter of 2007. While
this further strengthening of the South
African economy is attributable to
many internal and external factors, it
was no doubt also helped by the
decisions taken at the GDS.
The Summit identified more jobs,
better jobs, and decent work for all,
skills challenge, setting targets for
investment that has to be directed
towards socially responsible
opportunities and local action as key
areas that require individual and joint
interventions from the Nedlac social
partners.
Signatories to the agreement agreed
and acknowledged that the GDS
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Agreement is not a panacea for all the
economic growth and development ills
in South Africa, but an important
intervention towards addressing these
challenges.
The impact of some of these efforts
will therefore not be immediate but
medium to long term. They also agreed
that the implementation of the GDSA
is not an event, but a set of multiple
processes aimed at defining concrete
steps and interventions at various
levels. The GDS is about making a
difference and it’s about real delivery
on the commitments.
The Nedlac constituencies have been
working individually and jointly to
give effect to the agreements,
including picking up on the
outstanding issues that were identified
at the Summit. This report reflects on
the contribution by government in the
realisation of the GDS commitments.
The social partners agreed that the
landscape under which the GDS was
finalised has changed somewhat,
albeit some of the challenges have
remained the same. Against this
background social partners agree that
some of the key interventions that
were agreed upon then may not be
relevant today, or may have been
overtaken by developments.
For example the agreement on ringfencing 5% of investible income for
socially desirable investments was
driven in part by the need to build
funding for these projects. Today
government has set aside hundreds of
billions of rands for infrastructure
development which include the asset
class that was envisaged in the
agreement around the 5% investible
income in the GDS.
Nedlac social partners have therefore
agreed to conduct a comprehensive
review of the GDSA in order align, tool
and retool where deemed necessary.

The GDS review report is to be
finalised by the end of 2008 calendar
year.

SPECIAL PROJECT 3: DECENT WORK
COUNTRY PROGRAMME (DWCP)
INTRODUCTION
Much progress has been made over the
years and one could trace South
Africa’s commitment to Decent Work
back to 1955 to the Freedom Charter,
the principles of which are also to be
found in the new Constitution.
Progressively, SA has adopted several
conventions and regional instruments
targeted at remedying Decent Work
deficits. The 1998 Presidential Job
Summit and the 2003 GDS are the
fundamental framework of reference,
but there are still challenges with
monitoring and assessing progress and
coordinating the different initiatives.
The AsgiSA launched in February 2006
also includes a number of initiatives
aimed at achieving Decent Work. More
recently, the ANC’s Polokwane
conference (16-20 December 2007)
adopted an important set of policy
objectives aimed at the creation of
Decent Work.
Nedlac agreed that the DWCP in South
Africa should:
•	Connect with the existing policy and
legislative framework. Future action
should help identify existing gaps in
implementation as well as
mechanisms to extend the
framework in other areas which are
not currently covered.
•	Look at enhancing existing capacity
and identify gaps where
international good practice can help
identify local solutions.
•	Strengthen the country’s capacity to
implement Decent Work in all four
areas and their interfaces.
•	Draw on ILO high-level expertise
and policy value added.
•	Set best practice oversight of the
process (monitoring and reporting
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systems) and country ownership
that is real.
•	Build constituents’ capacity,
including Nedlac, as the driver of
the DWCP process.
•	Build effective coordination;
implementation and monitoring of
AsgiSA, JIPSA, and GDS.
•	Address social security and
retirement reforms imperatives and
enterprise development.
•	Find innovative ways to assist the
most vulnerable groups, such as
farm workers, domestic workers and
workers in the informal economy in
general.
•	Tackle the lack of formalised
representation for those in
temporary employment.
•	Find innovative ways to implement
the national strategic plan on HIV/
AIDS in the workplace.
•	Assist the Nedlac task team working
on poverty measures which reflect
basic needs and would help to set
poverty lines.
The draft Decent Work Country
Programme Framework for South Africa
to be completed in the 2008/09
reporting period.

